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Honour School of Jurisprudence (Course 1)

Brief note about nature of change: Amendment to the submission deadline of the Jurisprudence essay and minor factual corrections to the text.

Location of change


Effective date

For students starting the FHS from MT 2019
For first submission of the essay in 2019-20, and for the cohort taking the final FHS examination in 2020-21

Detail of change

1. Amend citation 1.22 as follows:

(b) a single essay of 3,000-4,000 words to be written during the summer vacation between the end of Year 2 and commencement of Year 3 of the Final Honour School. Essay questions will be published by the Board of Examiners at noon on the Friday of the seventh week of the Trinity Term preceding the examination. Two copies of each essay submitted must be submitted electronically, by noon on the Friday of the week before the beginning of the Michaelmas Full Term immediately following. On submitting the essays, candidates will also be required to submit an online declaration of authorship. Candidates will be contacted with details of how to access questions, and submit the essays. The essays must bear the candidate's examination number, but not his or her name or the name of his or her college.

Explanatory Notes

Amendment to the submission deadline of the Jurisprudence essay and a minor factual
corrections to the text.